SUS Sports Committee Meeting  
2017.11.09 | 7-8pm | Abdul Ladha Rm 103

I. Attendance

Present: Leo Huang, Brianne Boufford, Amit Chhina, Jennifer Chen, Marco Ng

Regrets: Jake Johnston, Adam Dorner, Gurshabad Singhera

Materials to gather for event:
- Giant pong/water pong materials: cups and ping pong balls
- Hula hoop toss: Hula hoops and balls
- Team tic tac toe: tape + two different coloured shirts
- Tickets to redeem pizza

Action Items
- Marco: email inflatable and get invoice to ryan
- Pizza amount: 150 slices (~$220), 2 vegan, 6 pep, 6 Hawaiian, 6 cheese
- Brianne make an event description
- Volunteers: 6 volunteers, when2meet
- Jennifer: email graphics + marketing
- Gauge intramurals interest
- Brianne: write a description about basketball for mid-term update
- Leo: write a description about ultimate for mid-term update
- Amit: write a description about volleyball for mid-term update